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HOLOMORPHIC SECTIONAL CURVATURES OF BOUNDED

HOMOGENEOUS DOMAINS AND RELATED QUESTIONS

by

J. E. D'ATRI

Abstract. This paper considers a class of homogeneous Kahler metrics

which include the Bergman metrics on homogeneous bounded domains. We

obtain various necessary conditions for (a) nonpositive holomorphic sec-

tional curvature, (b) nonpositive sectional curvature, and (c) covariant

constant curvature (symmetric metric). In particular, we give examples

showing that there exist homogeneous bounded domains which in the

Bergman metric have some positive holomorphic sectional curvature.

1. Introduction. We will consider a class of homogeneous Kahler metrics on

which a solvable group acts simply transitively as a group of holomorphic

isometries. These metrics are defined in terms of admissible linear forms on

normal ./'-algebras. This class strictly contains the class of Bergman metrics on

homogeneous Siegel domains (equivalently homogeneous bounded domains).

As general references on homogeneous Siegel domains and their relationship

to normal y'-algebras we list [8], [9] and [10]; some important results are also

given in [3], [7] and [11] and some of this paper uses results given in [2].

Définition. Let B be a real (finite-dimensional) Lie algebra and j a vector

space endomorphism of B. Then (ä,j) is called a normals-algebra if there

exists a linear form w on t (called admissible) such that for all X, Y in B

(Dl)/ is an almost complex structure, i.e.j2X = — X,

(D2) [X, Y] +AJX, Y] +AX,jY] = yXJY],
(D3) <4jX,jY] = <4X, Y],
(D4) u[jX, X) > 0 for X ¥= 0,

(D5) B is solvable.

As observed by Rossi and Vergne [9], [10], these conditions imply that the

eigenvalues of the adjoint representation of § are real so this agrees with the

definition of Pyatetskii-Shapiro [8].

Let (ä,j) be a normal j'-algebra with admissible form co and S a connected

Lie group with Lie algebra B. The bilinear form <A^, Y} = <4JX, Y] on B

determines a left-invariant metric, also denoted < , >, on S. Further, y gives an

integrable left-invariant almost complex structure on S with respect to which

< , > is a Kahler metric. We will be studying metrics which, up to holomor-
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phic isometry, can be obtained in this way. By results of [3] and [6] (see [7, pp.

47, 51]) the Bergman metrics on bounded homogeneous domains are of this

type while by results of [1, pp. 325, 327] (cf. also results of Heintze and Wolf

quoted in [1]), [4], and [6], the same is true for any homogeneous, nonflat,

Kähler-Einstein metric with nonpositive sectional curvature (whose underly-

ing manifold is automatically simply connected by [5]).

Now fix a normal ./'-algebra (è,j) and an admissible form u giving the inner

product (X, T) = (4JX, Y], We must recall the basic structure theorem of

Pyatetskii-Shapiro [8]; see also [9], [10]. The last conclusion was derived in [2].

Structure Theorem. Let n = [B, B] and let a be the orthogonal complement

ofnin S. Then

(Tl) a is a commutative subalgebra and n can be represented as the direct

sum of the root spaces na = {X G n: [H, X] = a(H)X, H G a} of the adjoint

action of a on n.

(T2) Let e,,..., eR be the roots whose root spaces are mapped into a by j.

Then R = dim a, the roots £„..., eR are linearly independent and, with proper

labelling, all roots are of the form \ek, ek, 1 < Ar < R; \(em ± e„), 1 < m < n

< R (although not all these need be roots).

(T3)y"ntÀ/2 = n^/2Jn(em+o/2 m n(«„+o/2-

(T4) The root spaces are pairwise orthogonal.

As usual, for each linear functional a on a, let Ha G a be defined by

<//„, H> = a(H), H El a. Each n^ is one-dimensional and we will fix Xk G

n^ such that e,(JXk) = 8tí, Ar,/ = 1,. . ., R.

Now let w' be another admissible form giving the inner product {X, Y")' =

u'[jX, Y). Note that

[nV na] ~ 0   if a ^ 2(e* — e/) f°r some Ar < /,

[nv ni(et_0] c rti(et+£;). (1)

From (D3), we find for any Y G n^-.^«,

0 = U'[Xk, Y] = o,'[jXkJY] - y(jY)

so

«'(tu(tt+t;)) = 0. (2)

Then, for any / and any root a, we get from (1) and (2)

0^,n„>'= -w'[Xl,na]=0

so <a, n>' = 0. Thus, for any admissible form u', a is still the orthogonal

complement of n = [B, B]. In other words, a (and hence the root space

decomposition and the Xk) is completely determined by the structure of the

normal ./-algebra and does not depend on the choice of admissible form. Note
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also that for any admissible w, the inner product depends only on the values

of a(Xk), k - 1,. . ., R and

(3)<Xk,Xk} = w(Xk),

(4)Htk=jXk/co(Xk),

(5) <»v HJ = IMA*).

2. Curvature formulas. S will denote a connected Lie group whose Lie

algebra B is a normal ./"-algebra with admissible form w and other notation as

in §1. With respect to the left-invariant Riemannian metric ( , ) on S, the

Levi-Civita connection V is computed by

2<vAryz> = ([X, Y],Z) + ([z,x], y> + <[Z, Y],X)      (6)

for X, Y,Z in S. It is sometimes convenient to write this as

vxy = \{[x, y]-(ad*)'r-(ady)';r} (7)

where (ad X)' is the transpose of ad X with respect to < , >. For X, Y in B,

note that Vx is a skew symmetric linear transformation on B, that V^ Y —

VYX = [X, Y], and that Vx(jY) = jVxY (from the Kahler condition).

After some computation, one finds that

(8) VH - 0 for H G a,

(9)vyy = <r, y>/fafory Gna,

(10) Vy# = - a(#)y for y G na,

(11) V^A} - IhMXkWv
In computing sectional curvatures, we use

(r(y,z)z, y> = -<vry, vzz> + <vyz, vzy> - <v[y,2]z, y>

(12)
which holds for any Y,Z in B.

Suppose now that Ar < / and j(e¿ + e,) is a root. Take y G n(%+^)/2. Then

[y,;y] G net so [Y,jY] = /** and -<y, y> = ^yyy] = ru(Xk) so

[ r./if] = - « y, y >M**))*fc. (13)

Then

<vry, vr> = <y, r>OX/y><^%+%).Äi(%-0>

= Ky'r>l^)~^)J'
<vy./y, v,yy> = -<vry, vjyjy\

(VlYJY]jY, Y)=-((Y, Y}MXk))(VxJY, y>

= -Mx}{<[XkJY]' y> + <ty'^]'-/T> + <[y^T]>**>}

= (Y,Y}2/MXk).
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Thus the holomorphic sectional curvature determined by Y /\j Y is given by

(R(YjY)jY, y> = -!<r, y>2{2/«(^) - iMx,))

and we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose j(ek + e,) is a root for some pair of indices k < I and

that all holomorphic sectional curvatures of S, < , > are negative (resp.,

nonpositive). Then o)(Xk) < 2<o(Ar/) (resp., io(Xk) < 2u(X¡)).

Now we will give an analogous result for general sectional curvatures.

Theorem 2. Suppose \(tk + e,) is a root for some pair of indices k < I and

that all sectional curvatures of S, < , ) are nonpositive. Then u(Xk) < u(X,).

Proof. If the dimension of the root space exceeds one, we can choose

nonzero Y G n(<!t+<,()/2, Z G n(ejk+t.)/2 with (Y,jZ} =0 and then a computa-

tion like the previous shows

(R(Y,Z)Z, y> = -i<y, y><z,z>{i/w(^) - IMx,)}

which proves the theorem in this case. However, to give a general proof, it

seems necessary to choose entirely different "test vectors."

Fix a unit vector Z in n(%_(>)/2 and let

U = ajXk + bjX, +JZ,        V = aXk + ßX, + Z.

In  addition  to  the  covariant  derivatives  immediately  computable  from

(8)-{l 1), we need the following:

[^,Z]=0,

VXZ = VzXk = -jVzJXk = ±(ek - e,)(jXk)jZ = \jZ, (14)

[X„Z] =[jX,JZ] -j[jX„Z] -j[x,jz]

= \(zk + t,)(jX,)jZ - \(tk - et)(jX,yZ - jZ, (15)

VXZ = [X„ Z] + VZX, = jZ - jlzjXl = ¿/Z, (16)

[Xk,jZ]=[X„jZ]=0,

Vjz*k = VZ = JVxZ = - èZ> (17)

vyz^=vA.i/z=yv^z=-iz,

[/Z, Z] = °Z'f > ̂  = -T1^^    (see (13)), (18)
u\.xk) w(^fc)

v,zz = [jz, z] +yvzz
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More computation then gives

vvu --£(« + b)jz + ¿(ä; + jsy,

VVV =-{(a + ß)Z- Í(JH% +JH,),

VVU = - {-(a + /? + a - ¿)Z + (oawiA^) + i)//^

+ (/»«£*,) -\)JHV

Wi^-K« - *)((« - 0)./'z + K - *,))

+ (aa + l/w(It))(aU(ít)/í%+Í7Z)

+*£(/&<*,)£,+£/z).
Specializing to the values

a= -a = (fa(Xk)Y\       b= - ß = (y/MX,) )"'
gives <*([/, K)F, í/> = - |(l/w(^) - 1/mCJTi» which proves the theorem.

It is appropriate here to recall two theorems proved in [2].

Theorem 3. Suppose \ek, \e„ j(ek + e¡) are all roots for some pair of indices

k < I and that dim n(£j¡+t,)/2 = 1. Then for any admissible form co, there exist

planes with positive sectional curvature.

Theorem 4. 77te- metric < , > on S is Einstein if and only if

^{l+IdimnK+I^dimn,(et+0} (20)

is a constant independent of k = \,. .., R and in that case < , ) is homothetic

to a Bergman metric on a homogeneous bounded domain.

Remark. In [2], it was only explicitly proved that the Einstein condition

implies the constancy of (20). However, suppose to is an admissible form for

which (20) is constant. By [8, p. 66], we can construct a canonical homoge-

neous Siegel domain D in CN (CN is actually B with the complex structure

given by/) with a faithful representation of S as a group of affine transforma-

tions so that S acts simply transitively on D. D has a preferred base point p so

we get an equivariant diffeomorphism S B g -» g(p) G D where the pullback

of the almost complex structure on D atp is just j. The Bergman metric on D

then pulls back to a left-invariant Kähler-Einstein metric < , >' on S which

must come from an admissible form w'. Observe that the root space decom-

position of S does not depend on the choice of admissible form so by

constancy of (20), w is a multiple of w' on ja. Since the values on ja determine

the inner product, this shows < , > is Einstein and is just a multiple of the

pulledback Bergman metric.
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Remark. This result shows that any homogeneous, nonflat, Kähler-Einstein

metric with nonpositive sectional curvature is homothetic to a homogeneous

bounded domain with the Bergman metric (cf. discussion in Introduction).

3. The symmetric case. As usual, (3,y) will be a normal ./-algebra with

admissible form w and other notation as before. The eventual aim of this

section is to obtain some necessary conditions, analogous to Theorems 1 and

2, for the metric < , > on S to be symmetric. We start, however, with no

restriction on < , >.

Take H G a, Z G na. Then one has

R(H, Z ) = V„VZ - Vz VH - V[/f>z x=-a(H )VZ. (21)

Then for Y G xiß, a ¥¡ ß, we have 2VyZ = [Y,Z]- (ad YJZ - (ad Z)'Y

where the terms on the right are respectively in na+/S, na_p, n^_a. Thus

2R(H, VyZ) = - (a + ß)(H)V[YyZX + (a - ß)(H)V(ad Yyz

+ (ß-a)(H)V(adzyY

and then

(VYR)(H,Z)=VY°R(H,Z)

- R(VYH,Z) - R(H, VyZ) - R(H,Z) ° Vy

= -a(H)VYVz + ß(H)R(Y, Z) + ±(« + ß)(H)V[Y,Z]

-K«-/8)OOv(ady)<z

-\(ß-a)(H ) V(ad z ,.y + a(H ) Vz V Y

= (ß- a)(H)(R(Y,Z)+2-VlY,z)+±VlídYyz-i-V(adzyY)

-O- a)(//)(VyVz - VZVX -¿V[r>Z] +¿V(ady)-z -|V(adZ)-r).

(22)
Now suppose VR = 0. We may assume a - /? is not a root. Computing

<(VyjR)(#, Z)Z, y> from (22) gives

o = -<vzz, vyy> + <vyz, vzy> -Kv[r,Z]z, y> -KViz/rZ, r>.

From (6), (7), (9) and orthogonality of the root spaces, we have

<VZZ, Vyy> = (Z,Z)(Y, Y)(Ha,Hß),

< vyz, vzy > = i([ y, z] - (ad z)'y, [z,y]- (ad z )'y )

= -K[^z], [y,z]> +¿<(adz)'y,(adz)'y>,

<vty>Z]z, y>=K[yz], [y,z]>,

<vW)'rZ, ^>=|([(adz)'y,z],r) = - ¿<(ad z)'y, (ad z)'y>
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which finally gives

(Z,ZXY,Y)(Ha,Hß)

= -\{[Y, Z],[Y, Z]> +K(adZ)'y, (adZ)'y>.    (23)

Now suppose in addition that Ar < /, a = j(ek — e¡), ß = \(ek + i,) are roots

and Y=jZ. Then from (18), [Y,Z] = «y, Y)/a(Xk))Xk. Further, (ad Z)'Y

G ne, so (ad Z)'Y = rX, and r{X„ X,) = <(ad Z)'Y, X,} = <y, [Z, *,]> =

—  (Y,jZ/ = -<llY,Y; where the bracket is computed from (15). Thus

(ad Z Y Y = - « y, y >/«(*,))*,. (24)

Substituting these last results and (3), (5) into (23) gives

<y, y>2{to(^)-1-w(A/)-1}=o.

This proves the following.

Theorem 5. Suppose ^(ek + et), k < I, is a root and the metric ( ,} on S is

symmetric (i.e. VR = 0). Then u(Xk) = a(Xj).

Remark. Of course when the metric is irreducible symmetric, there are also

strong restrictions on the possible dimensions of the various root spaces

which can be read off from the Iwasawa decompositions.

4. Examples. In this section, we will construct a family of examples to

which we can apply Theorem 1. Take a real vector space B of dimension

6 + 2p having an almost complex structure^'. In B, fix a 2p (real) dimensional

./-invariant subspace Z and a basis {jrx,jr2, rx, r2, x,jx) of a vector space

complement of Z. Let h be any real-valued ./-invariant positive definite

symmetric bilinear form on Z. Define a bracket product on B so that the only

nonzero terms involving basis elements or elements of Z satisfy

[M*fi] " ri>    [Jri>x]=\\x>    [jrx,jx]=\jx,    [jrx,z]=\z

for all z G Z,

[Jr» x] = -\x,    [jr2,jx] =\jx,    [jr2, r2] = r2,

[r2,x] =jx,    [x,jx] = -r„    [zx, z2] = h(zx,jz2)rx    forzx,z2 G Z.

Of course this bracket is to be skew-symmetric and bilinear. It is easy to

verify this determines a Lie algebra structure on B, B is solvable, n = [B, B] =

span{r„ r2, x,jx, Z), and an abelian complementary space is a =

span{yr„yr2}. Further one checks condition (D2) relating./ and the bracket.

Now we want to define w so as to satisfy the remaining conditions. Condition

(D3) implies u(x) = u(Jx) = w(Z) = 0 and the values of w on jrxJr2 are

irrelevant and may also be taken to be zero. Finally, we can normalize so that

w(r,) = 1, (Mj^ = t > 0. It is easy to check that u defined in this way does

satisfy conditions (D1)-(D5), and our previous comments imply that, up to
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constant multiple, we get all inner products < , ) arising from admissible « in

this way.

Let ek be the linear functional on a defined by ek(jrm) = 8^. Then the

roots and root spaces are easily found to be

«., - *rv       nt2 = Rr2,       nie, = Z,       nie2 = 0,

«ii^-4) = R*>       «Í<«,+^) = R>

Also note jrx,jr2, r„ /-2, x,/x are pairwise orthogonal and orthogonal to Z and

<'t» >",> " <*» *> = 1» <r2> r2> = U Kzi, zj = <zi> *2>> < ' > isy-invariant.

Note the case p = 1 just gives the original Pyatetskii-Shapiro example of a

homogeneous nonsymmetric domain.

Now by Theorem 4, < , > is Einstein if and only if t = 3/(3 + p). These

values then give a multiple of the Bergman metric on a homogeneous domain.

However «(/-,) > 2u(r2) for p > 3 so by Theorem 1, these Bergman metrics

have some positive holomorphic sectional curvatures.

It is interesting to contrast the situation forp = 1, / = |. Here Theorem 2

shows there is some positive sectional curvature but a tedious calculation

shows that for

U = uxjrx + u2jr2 + u3rx + u4r2 + u5x + u6jx + z

we have

4{R(U,jU)jU, U)= -4(uxus - u3u6 - u4u6 + u2u5f

- 4(-uxu6 - u3u5 + u4u5 + w2w6)2

-4\ujz + u6zf - 4<z, z>2

- 4<z, z>(2u2 + 2u\ + «2 + «I) - 4(u2 + u2f

-4(u2 + «2)(u52 + «?) - (V3 (u22 + «42) + 2(«52 + «62)/V3 )2

which is easily seen to be (strictly) negative unless U = 0 (see [2] for a similar

calculation which also gives a 1-parameter deformation of Kahler metrics

leading from this Bergman metric to a metric of nonpositive sectional

curvature). Thus, we have proved the following.

Theorem 6. There are bounded homogeneous domains of every complex

dimension > 6 which in the Bergman metric have some positive holomorphic

sectional curvature. There is also a bounded homogeneous domain of complex

dimension 4 (the original nonsymmetric example of Pyatetskii-Shapiro) which in

the Bergman metric has some positive sectional curvature but whose holomorphic

sectional curvature is strictly negative.
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